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Description

RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] The present application claims priority under Ar-
ticle 8 of the Patent Cooperation Treaty to Israeli Patent
Application No. 177848 filed September 3, 2006 entitled
"Expandable Dental Implants of High Surface Area and
Methods of Expanding Same".

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention pertains to expandable
dental implants of high surface area and to methods of
in situ expanding the same.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Endosseous root form implants- hereinafter re-
ferred to as "implants"- are well known devices, which
are adapted to support and receive dental prosthetic
pieces. Root form implants are generally cylindrical, with
a surface area designed to promote good attachment to
the jawbone. Most implants are made of titanium or of a
titanium alloy, due to the biocompatibility and high rate
of osseointegration, i.e. the physiological process of fus-
ing with a living bone, of such a material.
[0004] Non-expandable implants have a continuous,
cylindrically shaped body, which is threadedly fitted or
press-fitted in a bore drilled within a jawbone. The pros-
thetic piece may not be received in the implant for a period
of approximately five months, until bone tissue of the jaw-
bone grows and eventually fuses with the implant, caus-
ing discomfiture to a patient and necessitating several
visits to an oral surgeon. During this period, bone resorp-
tion is noticeable, due to the lack of pressure normally
applied by the extracted tooth onto the bone tissue. At
times, the bore is improperly drilled, and is much larger
than the fixed diameter of the implant. As a result, the
implant will not be properly secured to the jawbone. Mi-
cro-movement of the implant relative to the wall of the
bore is another cause of implant looseness.
[0005] The use of an expandable implant, whereby the
outer diameter of the implant relative to the wall of the
bore is adjustable, obviates the aforementioned disad-
vantages of non-expandable implants. By providing a
controlled amount of lateral expansion, the outer surface
of the implant is in pressured, frictional engagement with
the jawbone. The degree of frictional engagement with
the jawbone is increased by the shape of an expanded
implant, which is similar to that of the root of a tooth.
Therefore the implant may receive a corresponding pros-
thetic piece and provide sufficient functional loading for
mastication immediately after expansion of the implant,
due to the securing of the implant to the jawbone. When
a prosthetic piece is attached to the implant immediately
following a tooth extraction, bone tissue growth, and con-
sequently osseointegration, is induced by blood flow in

the jawbone, the rate of which is substantially equal to
the blood flow rate prior to tooth extraction. A substantially
unchanging blood flow rate in the jawbone increases the
rate of implant osseointegration with the jawbone. Exem-
plary expandable implants are disclosed in US Patent
Nos. 3,708,883, 5,004,421, 5,470,230, 5,489,210,
5,931,674, 5,951,288 and 6,506,051.
[0006] The lateral expansion of the prior art implants
is effected by a tubular envelope having deformable el-
ements at the apical end thereof and by an expander
member, generally of a frusto-conical shape, in engage-
ment with said deformable elements. As the expander
member is displaced along the longitudinal axis of the
tubular member, the expander member forces the de-
formable elements to expand outwardly against the inte-
rior sidewall of the jawbone hole.
[0007] The securing means, by which the expander
member of the prior art expandable implants is secured
to the tubular member, is formed longitudinally above the
expander. That is to say, the length of an implant is in-
creased due to the arrangement of the securing means
relative to the expander member. A short implant is of
particular importance for those patients having thin-
walled or deformed jawbones, e.g. due to osteoporosis
or bone resorption, since a bore drilled in the jawbone in
order to receive a normally sized implant of the prior art
is liable to injure the mandibular nerve or penetrate the
sinus lining. Approximately 20-30% of those patients who
require dental implants have thin-walled or deformed jaw-
bones, and therefore these patients are precluded from
receiving prior art dental implants.
[0008] Prior art dental implants generally have a tubu-
lar barrel, which is screwed into a bore formed in a jaw-
bone, having a plurality of radial slits formed at the end
which enters furthest into the bore and threads formed
on its interior surface. An expander screw has a frusto-
conically shaped end surface and a cylindrical outer sur-
face positioned between coronal threads and the end
surface. The expander screw is shaped to engage and
mate with the threads formed on the interior surface of
the barrel, such that advancement of the expander screw
along the barrel toward the insertion end causes an end
surface of the expander screw to collide with the interior
surface of the barrel and to expand the insertion end out-
ward into the surrounding bone. The slits reduce the
available barrel surface area that engages the sidewall
of the bore, and also weaken the structure of the implant.
Due to the reduced structural strength of the implant,
each leg of the barrel formed between adjacent radial
slits may twist and sever upon removal of the implant, if
implant removal is deemed necessary.
[0009] Furthermore, the exterior surface of the barrel,
which is not immobilized, is liable to be loosened from
the sidewall of the jawbone bore over the course of time.
Since the expander screw mates with the threading
formed on the interior surface of the barrel, reverse ro-
tation of the expander screw, i.e. in a rotational direction
opposite to that which causes the barrel to press into the
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sidewall of the jawbone, due to inter-jaw dynamic com-
pressive forces and fluctuating stresses, results in a loos-
ening of the implant.
[0010] GB1291470 A1 discloses a dental implant ac-
cording to the preamble of claim 1.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0011] In accordance with the invention there is pro-
vided a dental implant system for placement within a jaw
of a patient, as defined by the appended claims.
[0012] A dental implant system for placement within a
jaw of a patient, includes an envelope and a movable
expander. The envelope includes an outer surface and
an inner surface defining a barrel. At least one barrier is
located in the barrel. The barrel includes a first region on
one side of the barrier and a second region on an oppos-
ing side of the barrier. The expander member is movable
within the barrel along a longitudinal axis of the barrel
from the first region to the second region. The barrier
prohibits the expander member from moving from the
second region to the first region.
[0013] It is hence one object of the present invention
to disclose a dental implant system for placement within
a jaw of a patient, the implant comprising a dental implant
having an envelope including an outer surface and an
inner surface defining a barrel, the envelope having a
coronal end and an opposing bottom end, the coronal
end of the envelope including a female threaded portion,
a longitudinal member threadably received in the female
threaded portion, the longitudinal member having a prox-
imal end and a distal end, an expander being positioned
in the barrel, the distal end of the longitudinal member
contacting a first side of the expander and moving the
expander, the longitudinal member being removable
from the female threaded region, a tooth prosthesis
threadably secured to the female threaded region, the
envelope including a radially expandable portion being
radially expandable from a contracted configuration upon
movement of the expander whereby there is provided at
least one barrier located in the barrel at a predetermined
location, the barrel having a first region on one side of
the barrier and a second region on an opposing side of
the barrier, wherein the barrier is for prohibiting the ex-
pander from moving from the second region towards the
first region, wherein the expansion tool is for moving the
expander from the first region to the second region, and
wherein the radially expandable portion is radially ex-
pandable from a contracted configuration upon move-
ment of the expander from each first region toward the
corresponding second region, the radially expandable
portion expanding a predetermined distance as the ex-
pander is moved from the first region to the second re-
gion.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] In order to understand the invention and to see

how it may be implemented in practice, a plurality of pre-
ferred embodiments will now be described, by way of
non-limiting example only, with reference to the accom-
panying drawings, in which

Fig. 1 schematically presents a perspective view of
a dental implant, according to one embodiment of
the invention;
Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the dental implant of
Fig. 1, with the expander member removed;
Fig. 3A is a perspective view of an expanded dental
implant of Fig. 1, with the outer body partially re-
moved; Fig. 3B is a perspective view of an expanded
dental implant of Fig. 1;
Fig. 4 is a longitudinal cross-sectional view of the
implant of Fig. 1, illustrating the expansion of an outer
body;
Fig. 5 is a longitudinal cross-sectional view of the
implant of Fig. 1, illustrating the immobilization of an
expander member;
Figs. 6a-c are longitudinal cross-sectional views of
a dental implant, according to another embodiment
of the invention, showing three stages of apical dis-
placement of an expander member, respectively
Figs. 7a-c are longitudinal cross-sectional views of
a dental implant, according to yet another embodi-
ment of the invention, showing three stages of lon-
gitudinal displacement of an expander member, re-
spectively;
Fig. 8 is a perspective view of a dental implant, ac-
cording to another embodiment of the invention,
shown with the expander member removed; Figs.
9a-c are bottom views of the dental implant of Fig.
8, during three stages of expansion, respectively;
Figs. 10a-c are bottom views of a dental implant hav-
ing indentations formed in the inner surface of the
outer body, during three stages of expansion, re-
spectively;
Fig. 11 is a perspective view of an expanded dental
implant of Fig. 8; Fig. 12 is a perspective view of the
dental implant of Fig. 8 with the outer body partially
removed, showing a longitudinal displacing means;
Fig. 13 is a longitudinal cross-sectional view of the
implant of Fig. 1, illustrating the advantageously
short longitudinal length of the implant; Figs. 14 and
15 illustrate perspective views of the implant of Fig.
8, showing means for restraining the rotation of an
expander member;
Fig. 16 is a lateral cross section of the implant’s en-
velope in the apical area showing various possibili-
ties of slit format and
Figures 17A and 17B are longitudinal cross sections
of the implant’s envelope, containing integral step
and the expander inside its barrel.
Fig. 18 is a cross sectional view of an insert.
Fig. 19 is a perspective cross sectional view of the
insert of Fig. 18.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0015] The following description is provided, alongside
all chapters of the present invention, so as to enable any
person skilled in the art to make use of the invention and
sets forth the best modes contemplated by the inventor
of carrying out this invention. Various modifications, how-
ever, will remain apparent to those skilled in the art, since
the generic principles of the present invention have been
defined specifically to provide expandable dental im-
plants of high surface area and to methods of expanding
and anchoring the same in situ.
[0016] The term "longitudinal" refers hereinafter to
the direction of the long axis or "top-to-bottom" axis.
[0017] The term "apical" refers hereinafter to the di-
rection of the dental root or oral cavity.
[0018] The term "coronal" refers hereinafter to the di-
rection of the crown of the tooth.
[0019] The term "expandable" refers hereinafter to
the capability of the implant to increase its lateral dimen-
sion.
[0020] The term "expander" refers hereinafter to an
element that causes expansion, particularly by pressing
on the inner surface of an outer body.
[0021] The term "immobilized expander" refers
hereinafter is an expander that can no longer be longitu-
dinally or laterally displaced.
[0022] The term "slit" refers hereinafter to an aperture
in the envelope of the implant that can be opened or
closed.
[0023] The term "lid" refers hereinafter to a part of the
envelope covering said slit.
[0024] The term "outwards" refers hereinafter to the
movement in the direction of the wall of the bore in the
jawbone.
[0025] The term "inwards" refers hereinafter to the
movement in the direction of the longitudinal axis of the
implant.
[0026] The term "So" refers hereinafter to the total sur-
face area of the envelope in its initial contracted condition
when the slits are covered by the lids.
[0027] The term "S1" refers hereinafter to the total sur-
face area of the envelope in its secondary fully expanded
condition when the slits are maximally uncovered by the
lids.
[0028] The term "D0" refers hereinafter to the external
diameter of the envelope in its initial contracted condition;
wherein d is the internal diameter of the same.
[0029] The term "D1" refers hereinafter to the diameter
of the envelope in its secondary fully expanded condition.
[0030] The term "contracted configuration" refers
hereinafter to the initial closed/shrunk configuration of
the implant.
[0031] The term "expanded configuration" refers
hereinafter to the secondary enlarged, opened configu-
ration of the implant.
[0032] The term "lock mechanism" refers hereinafter

to the state of the expander inside the envelope where
it is positioned and trapped by a step.
[0033] The term "pusher" refers hereinafter to the ex-
ternal mean provided to force the expander to displace
inside the inner barrel of the envelope.
[0034] The term "step" refers hereafter to a recess or
protruding barrier which a lock mechanism may latch on-
to.
[0035] The term "about" refers hereafter to 6 20% of
the defined measure.
[0036] The present invention, according to one of its
embodiments, depicts an expandable dental implant
used to achieve maximal contact area and optimal an-
choring of the implant inside the jawbone.
[0037] The implant is assembled of essentially two
components; an elongated envelope that spans along a
main longitudinal axis; transformable from an initial con-
tracted configuration having a limited minimal external
surface area to an expanded configuration where the en-
velope’s total surface area is greater. The implant’s en-
velope has at least one slit, exceeding along the implant’s
main longitudinal axis starting from the apical end; and
at least one lid which at least partially covers the slit in
the expanded configuration. The surface area of the ex-
panded dental implant is larger than the surface area in
the initial contracted configuration. In a preferred embod-
iment of the invention the expandable dental implant has
a rounded cross section. The expandable dental implant
has a polygonal cross section according to another pre-
ferred embodiment of the invention. The expandable im-
plant has a main longitudinal axis H, with a length of about
5 to 16 mm, an initial inner barrel diameter, d, of about
3.2 to 7 mm according to one embodiment of the inven-
tion. The expandable implant in its expanded condition
has an enlarged surface area S1 wherein the difference
(ΔS) between the initial S0 and the expanded S1 is 8%
≤ΔS≥ 30% according to another embodiment of the in-
vention.
[0038] The expandable implant has in its envelope N
number of N slits, where N is an integer number equal
or higher to one, preferably but not necessarily 2 <N> 6.
When depicting a horizontal cross section of the slit it
can be formed as smooth, lacerated or concave. The slits
in the expandable implant’s envelope are exposed ac-
cording to one embodiment of the invention. The slit in
the expandable implant’s envelope are at least partially
covered by a lid which is at least partially integrated within
said envelope, in the form of folds or pleats, according
to another embodiment of the invention. The lid covering
the slits is physically connected, glued, welded, punched,
screwed, nailed, or mechanically interconnected to the
implant’s envelope according to another embodiment of
the invention.
[0039] The lid partially covering the slit in the implant’s
envelope has a cross section selected from a group in-
cluding omega-shaped, w-shaped, v-shaped, accordion-
shaped, wave-shaped or any combination thereof.
[0040] The lid partially covering the slit in the implant’s
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envelope has a continuous lateral face according to one
embodiment of the invention. The lid partially covering
the slits in the implant’s envelope has at least a portion
of the lateral face is not continuous, e.g., comprising a
plurality of apertures according to another embodiment
of the invention.
[0041] The lid partially covering the slit in the implant’s
envelope is immobilized partially to one side of the slit,
moving freely in and out of a recess 7, in the envelope’s
wall, according to another embodiment of the invention.
[0042] The expandable implant can be manufactured
at least partially from metal alloys, especially titanium-
based alloys; titanium based non alloys, stainless steel,
composite materials, polymers or any combination there-
of.
[0043] The lid covering the slits is manufactured at
least partially from metal alloys, especially titanium-
based alloys, titanium non alloys, stainless steel, com-
posite materials, polymers, or any combination thereof
according to one embodiment of the invention. The lid
covering the slits is manufactured at least partially from
flexible materials, especially polymers, composite mate-
rials, or any combination thereof according to another
embodiment of the invention.
[0044] The expandable implant depicted in the inven-
tion is expanded by two components: the envelope 1,
being transformable from an initial contracted configura-
tion having across section diameter of D0, to an expanded
configuration where the diameter is D1, so as D1≥D0.
[0045] The envelope 100, has a threadless inner bar-
rel, the thickness of the envelope’s wall in its apical por-
tion is greater than in its coronal portion. Located inside
the envelope’s inner barrel there is at least one step P.
Step P is characterized by side L, depth TY, wherein Ty
is between about 0.01 to 1 mm, and angle (θ) is between
about 25 degrees to 150 degrees, defining slope of side
(L) ranging from about 0.05mm to 3mm. The expandable
implant has at least one conical expander 20, located
inside the inner barrel, having coronal diameter 20DC,
where 1mm<20DC>6mm, and apical diameter 20DA,
where 1mm<20DA>6mm, so as 20DC≥20DA according
to one embodiment of the invention, or 20DC≥20DA ac-
cording to yet another embodiment of the invention.
[0046] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, the expander 20 is vertically displace-
able within the envelope 1, from a first coronal position
to a second apical position, or vice versa, by a pusher.
The step P is located between the coronal and the apical
positions. When the expander 20, is in the initial coronal
position it is supported on at least one step P, and the
apical diameter of the implant 100 is D0. When the ex-
pander 20 is thrusted apically by the pusher along the
main longitudinal axis, it is forcefully immobilized in the
apical location by the step. As the diameter of the ex-
pander is larger than the diameter of the inner barrel in
the apical position, this displacement expands the im-
plant by increasing its apical diameter to the predeter-
mined expanded diameter D1.

[0047] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, the step P located inside the thread-
less inner barrel of the envelope protrudes radially from
its wall according to one embodiment of the invention.
According to another embodiment of the present inven-
tion, the step P located inside the threadless inner barrel
of the envelope protrudes radially from its wall and con-
tinuously extended therein according to another embod-
iment of the invention. The step P located inside the
threadless inner barrel of the envelope protrudes radially
from its wall and discontinuously extended therein ac-
cording to another embodiment of the invention.
[0048] The inner barrel of the implant’s envelope has
a plurality of N steps, N is an integer number equals to
or higher than 2 according to one embodiment of the
invention. The inner barrel of the implant’s envelope has
a plurality of N steps, where N equals 2 or according to
another embodiment of the invention. The inner barrel of
the implant’s envelope has a plurality of N steps, where
N equal 3 according to another embodiment of the inven-
tion.
[0049] The expander located inside the barrel of the
implant’s envelope having a cylindrical cross section ac-
cording to one embodiment of the invention. The expand-
er located inside the barrel of the implant’s envelope hav-
ing a polygonal cross section according to another em-
bodiment of the invention. The expander located inside
the barrel of the implant’s envelope having a conical cross
section according to another embodiment of the inven-
tion.
[0050] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, the expander 20 is pushed to its sec-
ondary apical position and is permanently immobilized
by the steps inside the envelope’s inner barrel. In this
process, while irreversibly expanding from D0 to D1, the
implant’s envelope is adapted to slightly, reversibly and
instantaneously expand radially to a predetermined di-
ameter D2, so as D2>D1. This slight expanding to the D2
diameter is reversed immediately to the D1 diameter
when the expander is located in its apical position under
the step. Thus the envelope further immobilizes the ex-
pander in this apical position.
[0051] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, the expander located inside the barrel
of the implant is compressibly displaced along the main
longitudinal axis in a vertical manner, a rotating manner,
helical manner or any combination thereof.
[0052] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, the expander located inside the barrel
of the implant’s envelope at least partially manufactured
from compositions selected from a group including metal
alloys, especially titanium-based alloys, stainless steel,
other composite materials, or any combination thereof.
[0053] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, the expander located inside the barrel
of the implant’s envelope is at least partially rigid.
[0054] The expandable implant in its final expanded
position has an extended continuous apical base further
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increasing the surface area to promote the process of
osseointegration and also to eliminate entry of infection
into the implant’s inner barrel.
[0055] The expander 20 located inside the inner barrel
of the implant’s envelope 1 being in its initial coronal po-
sition is supported on at least one step P, and the apical
diameter of said implant 100 is D0. When the expander
is thrusted towards the apical end by a pusher it is force-
fully immobilized within the apical location by the step,
while increasing the apical diameter of said implant (100)
to a predetermined D1. In this state the expander 20 ir-
reversibly plugs within most apical position, an extended
apical base is obtained.
[0056] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, the expander positioned in the apical
end of the implant creates an extended apical flat base.
[0057] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, the expander positioned in the apical
end of the implant is adapted to be displaced apically in
a discrete manner over two or more steps.
[0058] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, the expander 20 located in the initial
coronal position is supported on at least one step P, and
the apical diameter of said implant 100 is S0. When the
expander 20 is thrusted apically by a pusher along the
main longitudinal axis, it is forcefully immobilized within
said apical location by said step, while increasing the
apical diameter of the implant 100 to a predetermined
S1. In this expanded configuration the outer surface area
of the implant 100 is larger than its outer surface area in
the initial contracted configuration. According to another
embodiment of the present invention, the process of the
enlargement of the envelope’s surface area is carried out
by of the slits 4 located along the main axis in the apical
portion of the implant’s envelope 1. As the expander com-
pressibly displaces along said main longitudinal axis to
the apical position, the lids 5 are forced to open and un-
cover the slits, thus unfolding and enlarging the implant’s
surface area.
[0059] According to another embodiment of the
present invention a method for immobilizing an expander
within an implant’s envelope is provided. The method
outlines obtaining an expandable implant 100, compris-
ing (a) an elongated envelope 1 that spans from a coronal
end to an apical end along a main longitudinal axis; being
transformable from an initial contracted configuration
having a cross section diameter D0 to an expanded con-
figuration D1 so as D1>D0. The implant’s envelope com-
prises (i) a threadless inner barrel; the thickness of barrel
wall in apical portion is greater than the thickness in coro-
nal portions (ii) at least one step P located in the enve-
lope’s inner barrel. The step is characterized by side L,
thickness TY and angle θ, defining slope of side L (iii) at
least one slit 4, exceeding along said main longitudinal
axis from said envelope’s apical end; and, (b) at least
one conical expander 20 having coronal diameter 20DC
and apical diameter 20DA, so as 20DC≥20DA or
20DA≥2ODC. The expander 20 is vertically displaceable

within said envelope 1 from a first coronal position to a
second apical position, or vice versa, when the step P is
located between the coronal and the apical locations.
Within the initial coronal position, the expander 20 is sup-
ported on at least one step P, and the apical diameter of
the implant 100 remains D0. The process of expanding
the implant and immobilizing the expander inside the en-
velope proceeds in a stepwise manner. The expander
20 is thrusted apically at least once by a pusher along
the main longitudinal axis over at least one step and
hence immobilizing the expander under the step, in its
final apical position while increasing the apical diameter
of the implant to a predetermined D1.
[0060] According to another embodiment of the inven-
tion, the method additionally comprises a step or steps
of slightly, reversibly and instantaneously expanding the
envelope to a predetermined diameter D2, so as D2>D1,
while irreversibly expanding the same from D0 to D1. The
diameter D2 is formed only when the expander moves
exactly across the planar axis of the step. Once moving
across the step, the over expanded diameter D2 decreas-
es to the predetermined expanded diameter D1. The
process of momentarily reversible over-expanding and
withdrawing back to D1, further immobilizes the expander
within the envelope in the apical position.
[0061] According to another embodiment of the inven-
tion, the method additionally comprises a step or steps
of displacing said expander along said main longitudinal
axis in a vertical manner, a rotating manner, helical man-
ner or any combination thereof.
[0062] According to another embodiment of the inven-
tion, the method additionally comprises obtaining an ex-
pandable dental implant having an extended apical base
in its final expanded position, thus further increasing the
surface area to promote the process of osseointegration
and also to eliminate entry of infection into the implant’s
inner barrel. The expander 20 is vertically displaced with-
in the implant’s envelope 1, by thrusting said expander
20 towards the apical end by means of a pusher along
the main longitudinal axis, from a first coronal position to
a second apical position. The expander is forcefully im-
mobilized under the step P, thus increasing the apical
diameter of the implant to a predetermined D1; and, irre-
versibly plugging the expander 20 within a most apical
position, so as an extended apical base is obtained.
[0063] According to another embodiment of the inven-
tion the expander 20 is displaced over the steps in a
discrete manner over two or more steps.
[0064] The extended apical base is flat according to
another embodiment of the invention.
[0065] Reference is now made to Fig. 1 illustrating one
preferred embodiment of an expandable dental implant,
generally designated as 100. Implant 100 comprises out-
er envelope 1 and annular either conical expander mem-
ber 20, which is received in a threadless barrel of enve-
lope 1, when the small diameter side of the expander is
directed either towards the apex or towards the corona,
and is in contact with envelope’s wall 12 thereof. The
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most coronal portion of the implant 15 is possibly yet not
exclusively provided with external threading 17, which
facilitates implanting within a bore drilled within a jaw-
bone, or within a recess formed by the extraction of a
tooth.
[0066] Both envelope 1 and expander 20 are possibly
made from a high-strength and biocompatible material,
such as titanium or a titanium alloy. Preferably both the
body and expander member are made from the same
material, so as to prevent corrosion, which normally re-
sults from the generation of an electrochemical cell by
the placement of two different metals in an aqueous en-
vironment, such as blood and saliva, due to the potential
difference between the two metals.
[0067] The basic format of a dental implant comprising
only two components (namely envelope and expander)
has a significant advantage over expanding implants of
the prior art. The elimination of additional screwing
means to move the expander inside the envelope allows
for the development of significantly shorter (about 6 to
10 mm) implants that can be used in special cases of
thin-walled or deformed jawbones patients.
[0068] A possible structure of envelope 1 is shown in
a non-limiting manner in Fig. 2, without showing expand-
er 20 being accommodated thereto.
[0069] A plurality of N narrow longitudinal slits 19 are
formed in wall 12 of envelope 1, wherein N is an integer
number equal or higher than one. Here e.g., four vertical
slits are shown, defining thereby four elastically deform-
able clasps 21 that are adapted to expand laterally out-
wards as an expander 20 is longitudinally displaced along
the main longitudinal axis of eth implant towards the api-
cal end.
[0070] The inner surface 14 of each clasp, at the apical
end thereof, is formed with N circumferential steps 25
(also denoted P), e.g., 3 steps. It is in the scope of the
invention wherein the steps of each adjacent clasp are
coplanar, e.g. the most coronal step of each clasp is co-
planar and defines an arc of a circle which is perpendic-
ular to, and whose center coincides with, the longitudinal
axis of envelope 1.
[0071] The coronal end of envelope 1 is possibly pro-
vided with head 29, having e.g., a hexagonal shape as
illustrated, or formed with any other convenient shape,
preferably yet not exclusively with a smaller width than
the outer diameter of wall 12, and serves as an anti-ro-
tation device for a prosthetic piece that is to be secured
thereto by e.g., a similarly shaped recessed socket
formed in said prosthetic piece.
[0072] Inner surface 14 of each clasp 21 is also formed
with a plurality of N inclined backs 27, wherein each back
is associated with a corresponding step 25. The curva-
ture of four corresponding backs 27 is preferably yet not
exclusively substantially equal, selected to be approxi-
mately equal to the curvature of the expander member.
The inclination of each back is substantially equal to that
of the conical 1 expander, placed in either direction, so
as to allow for the expander to securely rest against each

set of N backs during lateral expansion.
[0073] Prior to the implantation of implant 10, expander
20 is press-fitted into the apical end of unexpanded en-
velope 1, which has an inner diameter substantially equal
to that of the outer diameter of the apical end of the ex-
pander, and therefore envelope 1 assumes according to
one embodiment a tubular shape, as illustrated in an out
of scale scheme of Fig. 1.
[0074] During coronal displacement of expander 20,
as shown in Figs. 3 and 3a, side 22 of the expander
bears against the back of a more coronal step, if existing.
Since the outer diameter of the expander is greater than
the spacing between diametrically opposite backs of the
more coronal step, the apical backs are forced to move
outwards, due to the flexibility of clasps 21.
[0075] Fig. 4 illustrates the outward expansion of
clasps 21 during coronal displacement of expander mem-
ber 20. Each clasp 21 is formed with a coronal step 25a
and coronal back 27a, intermediate step 25b and inter-
mediate back 27b, and apical back 27c, with the inner
diameter generated by a coronal step 25a being smaller
than that generated by intermediate step 25b. As ex-
pander member 20 is coronally displaced, clasps 21 are
gradually urged apically outwards. For example, the out-
er diameter of side 22 at contact point A is greater than
the spacing between diametrically opposite apical backs
27c, and consequently the three apical backs are urged
apically outwards until being flexed to positions 27a’,
27b’ and 27c’, respectively. Greater coronal displace-
ment of the expander member results in greater outward
flexing of the clasps 21.
[0076] As expander member 20 is further coronally dis-
placed, as shown in Fig. 5, clasps 21 continue to out-
wardly expand, due a changing contact point between
side 22 and the apical backs 27c. When apical end 31
of the expander member is displaced to point C approx-
imately coincident with, but slightly apical from, interme-
diate step 25b, backs 27a-c assume the inclination
shown by the solid lines relative to longitudinal axis H of
the implant. Following additional coronal displacement,
apical end 31 of the expander is displaced beyond the
coronal end of backs 27c to point C’, and backs 27a-c
cease to contact the expander. Potential energy stored
in the angularly deformed legs 21, which is imparted
thereto by the displacing means, as will be described
hereinafter, is therefore released when expander mem-
ber 20 is separated from the inner surface of the legs.
Backs 27a-c accordingly tend to return to their original
position, as shown in Fig. 4, but are retarded by the ex-
pander 20. Backs 27a-c are consequently inwardly dis-
placed, as indicated by the dashed line, following the
release of potential energy from each leg 21, until back
27b abuts side 22 of the expander at contact point B’
and step 25b abuts the expander member at contact point
C’. The backs then assume an inclination relative to axis
H, as represented by the dashed lines at 27a’-c’.
[0077] Substantially radial forces applied to expander
20 by each leg at corresponding contact points B’ and
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C’ prevent the expander member from being apically dis-
placed. When the displacing means is detached from the
expander, the latter is also prevented from being longi-
tudinally displaced. As a result, the expander is immobi-
lized, and will not be loosened over the course of time.
Conversely, a threaded expander of prior art expandable
implants is frictionally restrained by an outer body, and
may be rotated in reverse and loosened due to inter-jaw
dynamic compressive forces or any movement causing
vibrations like walking, running or jumping (and fluctuat-
ing stresses). Threaded immobilization of prior art im-
plants is dependent solely on frictional forces and coef-
ficients that depend on the materials, surface area texture
and the implant’s geometry.
[0078] It will be appreciated that expander 20 may not
be apically displayed from back 27b’ to back 27c’ by a
longitudinal force after being immobilized, since step
25b’ supports apical end 31 of the expander, radially ex-
tending inwards from side 22. However, the expander
may be coronally displaced from back 27b’ to back 27a’
by the displacing means since step 25a’ is oblique to side
22, and therefore back 27b’ will be urged outwards by
side 22 during coronal displacement of the expander
member.
[0079] As shown in Figs. 6a-c, the outer body is also
expandable upon apical displacement of the expander.
Implant 100, as shown in Fig. 6a before apical displace-
ment of the expander, comprises envelope 1 and frusto-
conical expander 20, which is positioned such that its
coronal end 32 has a larger diameter than its apical end
34. The inner surface of body 36 at its apical deformable
end is formed with a deformable portion 37, which is in-
clined with respect to axis H of body 36, and a normally
straight portion 38 before expansion of the outer body,
which is formed apically to inclined portion 37. As ex-
pander 20 is apically displaced, as shown in Fig. 6b,
outer wall 22 of the expander applies a radial force to the
inclined deformable portion 37. Since the apical dimen-
sion of the spacing between opposed inclined portions
37 is less than the outer diameter of coronal end 32 of
expander 20, portions 37 are flexed in response to the
apical displacement of the expander, and body 36 ex-
pands. Following additional apical displacement of ex-
pander 20, as shown in Fig. 6c, coronal end 32 of the
expander member is immobilized by step 39, which is
formed apically to inclined portion 37, and by straight
portion 38.
[0080] Figs. 7a-c illustrate another preferred embodi-
ment of the present invention, wherein the rigid expander
20 is cylindrical. Implant 100, as shown in Fig. 7a before
coronal displacement of the expander, comprises outer
tubular body 45 formed with a cylindrical recess 47, which
is suitably sized so as to immobilize cylindrical expander
50. The inner surface of body 45 apical to recess 47 is
formed with a deformable portion 48, which is inclined
with respect to outer wall 51 of the expander. As expander
50 is coronally displaced, as shown in Fig. 7b, outer wall
51 of the expander applies a radial force to the inclined

deformable portion 48. Since the apical dimension of the
spacing between opposed inclined portions 48 is less
than that of expander 50, portions 48 are flexed in re-
sponse to the coronal displacement of the expander
member, and outer wall 42 of body 45 accordingly as-
sumes a concave, parabolic shape, due to the apical ex-
pansion thereof. Following additional coronal displace-
ment of expander 50, as shown in Fig. 7c, apical end 53
of the expander is displaced into recess 47. Since de-
formable portion 48 does not encounter resistance by
expander 50, portion 48 is inwardly displaced and wall
46 of recess 47 contacts outer wall 51 of the expander,
thereby immobilizing the expander.
[0081] Figs. 8-15 illustrate another preferred embodi-
ment of the invention wherein the outer body is continu-
ous, not being formed with slits and legs. With such a
configuration, penetration of infection into the jawbone
is prevented. Additionally, in the expanded position, a far
larger (by 10-15%) surface area is provided, compared
to expandable implants of prior art. Therefore, the proc-
ess of osseointegration is further promoted. The outer
body is deformable, and therefore expandable, due to a
novel construction wherein a plurality of thin-walled,
curved indentations are formed in the wall of the outer
body.
[0082] As shown in Fig. 8, tubular outer body 65 is
formed with a plurality of equally spaced, longitudinally
extending indentations 55. Each indentation 55 is formed
by a thin-walled element 57, which is significantly thinner
than the relatively thick wall 58 of the remaining portions
of outer body 65. When outer body 65 is not expanded,
indentations 55 are in a collapsed configuration, with
each thin-walled element being curved and facing in-
wards.
[0083] Figs. 9a-c illustrate the change in shape of an
outer body formed with a plurality of indentations, during
expansion thereof. When an outer body is unexpanded,
as indicated by radius R1 in Fig. 9a, the circumferential
length G of a thick-walled portion 58, e.g. one that is
formed with steps and backs as described hereinabove,
is significantly greater than the circumferential length L
of a thin-walled element 57. Upon longitudinal displace-
ment of the expander member, the side of the expander
member outwardly presses on each rigid thick-walled
portion 58, due to the greater outer diameter of the ex-
pander member relative to that of the thick-walled por-
tions. Consequently, thick-walled portions 58 are out-
wardly displaced to radius R2 as shown in Fig. 9b. Each
thin-walled element 57 is outwardly flexed due to the out-
ward force F applied to each thick-walled portion 58 by
the expander member. Since a thick-walled portion 58 is
connected to an adjacent thin-walled element 57, the out-
ward displacement of a thick-walled portion applies a
force to the adjacent thin-walled element, causing the
curve of each thin-walled element to be flattened. Upon
maximum longitudinal displacement of the expander, the
thick-walled portions expand to a radius of R3 as indicat-
ed in Fig. 9c, and the thin-walled elements 57 assume
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the general shape of thick-walled portions 58, with the
circumferential length G of a thick-walled portion being
substantially equal to the circumferential length L of a
thin-walled element.
[0084] In Figs. 10a-c, the inner surface of the outer
body is formed with a plurality of curved indentations,
with the concave side of thin-walled elements 60 facing
inwards. Once again, the thick-walled portions 58 are
shown to be progressively outwardly expanded, from a
minimum radius of R1 to a maximum radius of R3, until
thin-walled elements 61 assume the general shape of
the thick-walled portions.
[0085] As shown in Fig. 11, body 65 is frusto-conical
when expanded. The longitudinal displacement means
may be a screw engaged by threading the formed inter-
nally to the expander member. Head 67 of the screw is
also shown, and is supported during rotation by hexag-
onal head 29 attachable to a prosthetic piece.
[0086] In Fig. 12, screw 66 longitudinally extends from
head 67 to expander 20, with which it may be threadably
engaged, passing through head 29 and annular portion
69 of body 65. During rotation of head 67, e.g. with an
Allen wrench, expander member 20 is longitudinally dis-
placeable and body 65 is expandable. After expander 20
is immobilized, screw 65 may be removed therefrom and
body 65 retains its expanded configuration.
[0087] Following removal of the screw from expander
member 20, cavity 61 internal to annular portion 69 is
accessible, as shown in Fig. 13. Internal threading 59,
which encircles cavity 61 and longitudinally extends from
head 29 to approximately the back of the most coronal
step, e.g. with a gap of no more than 0.1 mm, is adapted
for engagement with a prosthetic piece. It will therefore
be appreciated that the body is of the smallest possible
length, since expander 20 is not formed with external
threading, and therefore the longitudinal dimension of
the expander is equal to the longitudinal dimension of
side 22 which contacts a step 27. In contrast, prior art
expandable implants are normally formed with external
threading for coupling with the inner surface of the outer
body, extending from the coronal end 71 of the contact
element of the expander which bears against the inner
surface of deformable legs, and thereby increasing the
length of the expander member and of the outer body.
[0088] The coefficient of friction between expander 20
and backs 27 is usually sufficiently high so as to provide
a reactive force when screw 66 (Fig. 12) is rotated, in
order to longitudinally displace the expander member. At
times, however, due to the materials selected or due to
the manufacturing tolerances, a sufficient rotational re-
active force is not provided, and other means must be
employed to prevent rotation of the expander member
during longitudinal displacement.
[0089] Figs. 14 and 15 illustrate an exemplary means
of preventing rotation of the expander during longitudinal
displacement. Side wall 74 of expander member 75 is
formed with a plurality of substantially equally spaced
pointed radial projections 77, as shown in Fig. 14, or

circumferential projections, as shown in Fig. 15. Each
projection is rotationally restrained by a similarly shaped
groove, e.g. a circumferential groove 81 in Fig. 15, which
is longitudinally formed in the inner surface of body 65.
Upon rotation of screw 66, each projection is longitudi-
nally displaced in a corresponding groove, while expand-
er member 75 is prevented from being rotated.
[0090] The longitudinal displacing means may be a rod
(not shown), or any other convenient arrangement, which
couples with a suitable connecting device formed on the
coronal end 71 (Fig.13) of the expander device, as well
known to those skilled in the art. The displacement means
may be inserted within cavity 61. As the displacing means
is coronally pulled, expander 20 is similarly coronally dis-
placed and body 65 expands.
[0091] Fig. 16 illustrates a lateral cross section of the
apical portion of the implant’s envelope 1; envelope 1
has an inner diameter d and an outer diameter D. The
wall of envelope 1 comprises slits 4 and lids 5 that are
shown here in several possible formats; for example, lid
5 formed a continuous fold. Another possibility is repre-
sented in slit 4a wherein lid 5d is immobilized in one of
its ends 5a, to the envelope’s wall and at its other end
moves freely in and out of a recess 7 formed in the op-
posite envelope’s wall.
[0092] Fig. 17a illustrates a longitudinal cross section
of the implant’s envelope 1, containing integral step P
and expander 20 inside its barrel. The envelope 1 com-
prises a slit 4, an apical inner diameter d, and a step P.
The step P has a thickness of TY, an angle θ, defining a
slope of side L. Expander 20 is illustrated here as a con-
ical shaped member with a coronal base 20DC and an
apical base 20DA. Fig. 17b illustrates a schematic pres-
entation of the same, wherein angle θ1 is between about
3 to 60 degrees.
[0093] Figs. 18 and 19 illustrate a longitudinal cross
section and perspective longitudinal cross-section of an
implant 110. It is submitted that the implant illustrated in
Figs. 18 and 19 are fully supported by the description
provided above. Figs. 18 and 19 include unique reference
numerals, however all of the features are disclosed in
the Figs. and embodiments discussed above. Implant
110 includes a envelope 112 including an outer surface
114 and an inner surface 116 defining a barrel 118. At
least one barrier 120 is located in barrel 118. The barrel
includes two regions 122 and 124 located on opposite
sides of barrier 120. An expander 126 is movable within
the barrel 118 from the first region 122 toward the second
region 124. An inwardly extending transition region 128
extends between the first region 122 and barrier 120. As
expander 126 is moved from the first region 122 toward
the second region 124 a portion of the envelope is forced
radially outwardly allowing expander 126 to move from
the first region 122 toward the second region 124. The
insert is shown in its contracted configuration in Figs. 18
and 19. The insert moves towards it expanded configu-
ration as the expander is moved from the first region 122
toward the second region 124. The diameter of the first
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region 122 is greater than the diameter of the second
region 124 when the insert is in the contracted position.
Barrier 120 includes a step 130 having a ledge 132 ex-
tending away from the longitudinal axis of the insert. In
one embodiment expander 126 has a frustoconical
shape as described above with respect to the expander
20. However expander 126 may also have a cylindrical
shape as illustrated in Fig. 7.
[0094] Expander 126 may be moved within barrel 118
by a longitudinal member 134 having a threaded portion
136 and a top portion 138. Longitudinal member 134 is
threadably received in insert 110 via an internal threaded
region 140. Internally threaded region 140 in one embod-
iment is located adjacent a coronal end 142 of insert 110.
First region 122 may be threadless as is expander 126.
In the contracted configuration an upper edge 144 locat-
ed at the top of expander 126 is located adjacent thread-
ed region 140. Longitudinal member 134 is threadably
rotated within internal threaded region 140 until a bottom
148 longitudinal member 134 contacts the top of expand-
er 126 and forces expander 126 toward the second region
124. A portion of envelope 112 radially expands outward-
ly as expander 126 moves toward barrier 120 allowing
an upper edge 144 of expander 126 to pass barrier 120.
Once expander 126 passes barrier 120, the radially ex-
panding portion may move toward the longitudinal axis
locking expander 126 within the second region 124. The
movement of the radially expanding portion may result
from the spring bias of the insert and/or external pressure
exerted upon the insert by the bore wall of a patient.
Ledge 132 prohibits expander 126 from moving from sec-
ond region 124 toward first region 122. Longitudinal
member 134 may then be removed independent of ex-
pander member 126 and insert 110 remains in an ex-
panded configuration as shown in Figures 6c and 7c. A
tooth prosthesis can then be threadably received within
the internally threaded region 140 to secure the tooth
prosthesis to the insert. In the expanded configuration
the bottom 152 of expander 126 is adjacent the bottom
150 of insert 110. The location of bottom 152 proximate
the bottom 150 of insert 110 provides a greater surface
area for the insert in the bore of a patient. In one embod-
iment the length of the expander 126 as measured from
the top to bottom of the insert is substantially the same
as the length of second region 124.
[0095] The radially expandable portion of insert 110
may include one or more expandable regions 146 formed
arranged in a folded arrangement in the contracted con-
figuration. The expandable regions extend by unfolding
or becoming straighter as the insert is moved from a con-
tracted configuration to an extended configuration. Ex-
pandable regions may also include a lid 5d extending in
a slit 4 as discussed above.
[0096] The construction and arrangement of the ele-
ments of the insert as shown in the various exemplary
embodiments is illustrative only. Although only a few em-
bodiments have been described in detail in this disclo-
sure, those skilled in the art who review this disclosure

will readily appreciate that many modifications are pos-
sible (e.g., variations in sizes, dimensions, structures,
shapes and proportions of the various elements, values
of parameters, mounting arrangements, use of materials,
colors, orientations, etc.) without materially departing
from the novel teachings and advantages of the subject
matter recited herein. For example, elements shown as
integrally formed may be constructed of multiple parts or
elements, the position of elements may be reversed or
otherwise varied, and the nature or number of discrete
elements or positions may be altered or varied. It should
be noted that the elements and/or assemblies of the sys-
tem may be constructed from any of a wide variety of
materials that provide sufficient strength, durability, or
biocompatibility. The various features described herein
may be used alone or an any combination. For example,
the use of a lid or thin walled region may used in a con-
ventional prior art insert or may be used in conjunction
with the barrier feature. Other substitutions, modifica-
tions, changes and omissions may be made in the design,
operating conditions and arrangement of the preferred
and other exemplary embodiments and medical proce-
dures without departing from the scope of the present
invention.

Claims

1. A dental implant system for placement within a jaw
of a patient, the implant comprising;
a dental implant (110) having an envelope (112) in-
cluding an outer surface (114) and an inner surface
(116) defining a barrel (118), the envelope (112) hav-
ing a coronal end (142) and an opposing bottom end;
the coronal end (142) of the envelope (112) including
a female threaded portion (140);
a longitudinal member (134) threadably received in
the female threaded portion (140), the longitudinal
member (134) having a proximal end and a distal
end;
an expander (126) being positioned in the barrel
(118);
the distal end of the longitudinal member (134) for
contacting a first side of the expander (126) and mov-
ing the expander (126);
the longitudinal member (134) being removable from
the female threaded region (140);
a tooth prosthesis threadably secured to the female
threaded region (140);
the envelope (112) including a radially expandable
portion being radially expandable from a contracted
configuration upon movement of the expander (126);
and
characterised by at least one barrier (120) located
in the barrel (118) at a predetermined location, the
barrel (118) having a first region (122) on one side
of the barrier (120) and a second region (124) on an
opposing side of the barrier (120); wherein: the bar-
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rier (120) is for prohibiting the expander (126) from
moving from the second region (124) toward the first
region (122); the expansion tool is for moving the
expander from the first region (122) to the second
region (124); and the radially expandable portion is
radially expandable from a contracted configuration
upon movement of the expander from each first re-
gion (122) toward the corresponding second region
(124), the radially expandable portion expanding a
predetermined distance as the expander (126) is
moved from the first region (122) to the second re-
gion (124).

2. The dental implant system of claim 1 wherein the at
least one barrier (120) is a step having a ledge por-
tion (132) extending away from a longitudinal axis of
the barrel (118).

3. The dental implant system of claim 2, wherein the
expander member is secured in a discrete predeter-
mined location by the step located within the barrel,
the step allowing the expander member to move only
in one direction.

4. The dental implant system of claim 3, wherein the at
least one barrier is at least two steps.

5. The dental implant system of claim 4, wherein the
expander member is adapted to be displaced along
the longitudinal axis in a number of discrete locations
equal to the number of steps.

6. The dental implant system of claim 5, wherein each
step is characterized by a side, depth and angle
defining a slope of the side.

7. The dental implant system of claim 1, wherein the
step includes a recess located within the barrel (118).

8. The dental implant system of claim 1, wherein the
expander (126) is threadless and a barrel portion
(128) through which the expander member (126)
moves being threadless, the expander member
(126) moving non-rotationally from the first region
(122) to the second region (124).

9. The dental implant system of claim 1 wherein the
radially expandable portion includes at least one slit
(4) and at least one lid (5) at least partially covering
the slit (4) in the expanded configuration.

10. The dental implant system of claim 9wherein the
cross section of said lid (5) is selected from a group
including omega-shaped, w-shaped, v-shaped, ac-
cordion-shaped, wave-shaped or any combination
thereof.

11. The dental implant system of claim 1 wherein the

envelope (112) includes at least one wall element
(60) having a first folded geometry in the contracted
configuration extending to a second different geom-
etry in the expanded configuration.

12. The dental implant system of claim 11 wherein the
folded geometry (60) has a thickness that is less than
adjacent non-folded portions (58) of the envelope.

13. The dental implant system of claim 1, wherein the
bottom surface of the expander (126) has a diameter
that is less than or equal to the diameter of a bottom
opening of the envelope when the expander is in the
second region.

14. The dental implant system of claim 1, wherein the
bottom surface (34) of the expander (20) is in the
same plane as a bottom surface of the envelope
when the expander (20) is in the second region (38).

Patentansprüche

1. Ein Dentalimplantatsystem für die Einsetzung in ei-
nen Kiefer eines Patienten, das Implantat weist Fol-
gendes auf;
ein Dentalimplantat (110) mit einer Umhüllung (112),
die eine Außenfläche (114) und eine Innenfläche
(116) einschließt, die einen Zylinder (118) definie-
ren, die Umhüllung (112) hat dabei ein koronales
Ende (142) und ein gegenüberliegendes unteres En-
de;
das koronale Ende (142) der Umhüllung (112)
schließt einen Buchsenteil mit Gewinde (140) ein;
ein Längsteil (134), das verschraubbar vom
Buchsenteil mit Gewinde (140) aufgenommen wird,
das Längsteil (134) hat dabei ein proximales Ende
und ein distales Ende;
einen Expander (126), der im Zylinder (118) unter-
gebracht ist;
das distale Ende des Längsteils (134) für die Kon-
taktierung einer ersten Seite des Expanders (126)
und für die Bewegung des Expanders (126);
das Längsteil (134) ist dabei aus dem Buchsenbe-
reich mit Gewinde (140) herausnehmbar;
eine Zahnprothese, die schraubbar am Buchsenbe-
reich mit Gewinde (140) befestigt ist;
die Umhüllung (112), die einen radial erweiterbaren
Teil einschließt, der radial von einer kontrahierten
Konfiguration durch die Bewegung des Expanders
(126) erweitert werden kann; und
gekennzeichnet durch mindestens eine Sperre
(120), die im Zylinder (118) an einer vorbestimmten
Stelle positioniert ist, der Zylinder (118) hat dabei
einen ersten Bereich (122) auf einer Seite der Sperre
(120) und einen zweiten Bereich (124) auf einer ge-
genüberliegenden Seite der Sperre (120); wobei: die
Sperre (120) verhindert, dass der Expander (126)
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sich aus dem zweiten Bereich (124) in den ersten
Bereich (122) bewegen kann; das Expansions-Tool
ist für die Bewegung des Expanders aus dem ersten
Bereich (122) in den zweiten Bereich (124) vorge-
sehen; und der radial erweiterbare Teil ist radial er-
weiterbar von einer kontrahierten Konfiguration
durch eine Bewegung des Expanders aus dem je-
weiligen ersten Bereich (122) zum entsprechenden
zweiten Bereich (124), der radial erweiterbare Teil,
dehnt sich dabei in einem vorbestimmten Abstand
aus, wenn der Expander (126) vom ersten Bereich
(122) zum zweiten Bereich (124) bewegt wird.

2. Das Dentalimplantatsystem gemäß Anspruch 1, wo-
bei die mindestens eine Sperre (120) eine Stufe mit
einem Vorsprungs-Teil (132) ist, das sich weg von
einer Längsachse des Zylinders (118) ausdehnt.

3. Das Dentalimplantatsystem gemäß Anspruch 2, wo-
bei das Expander-Teil an einer abgetrennten, vor-
bestimmten Stelle über der Stufe am Zylinder befes-
tigt ist, die Stufe erlaubt es dem Expander-Teil nur,
sich in eine Richtung zu bewegen.

4. Das Dentalimplantatsystem gemäß Anspruch 3, wo-
bei die mindestens eine Sperre mindestens zwei
Stufen hat.

5. Das Dentalimplantatsystem gemäß Anspruch 4, wo-
bei das Expander-Teil so angepasst ist, dass es ent-
lang der Längsachse an einer Anzahl von abgetrenn-
ten Stellen gleich der Anzahl der Stufen versetzt wer-
den kann.

6. Das Dentalimplantatsystem gemäß Anspruch 5, wo-
bei jede Stufe gekennzeichnet ist durch eine Seite,
Tiefe und einen Winkel, der eine Neigung der Seite
definiert.

7. Das Dentalimplantatsystem gemäß Anspruch 1, wo-
bei die Stufe eine Vertiefung innerhalb des Zylinders
(118) einschließt.

8. Das Dentalimplantatsystem gemäß Anspruch 1, wo-
bei der Expander (126) kein Gewinde hat und ein
Zylinder-Teil (128), durch den sich der Expander-
Teil (126) bewegt, kein Gewinde hat, der Expander-
Teil (126) bewegt sich dabei nichtdrehbar vom ers-
ten Bereich (122) zum zweiten Bereich (124).

9. Das Dentalimplantatsystem gemäß Anspruch 1, wo-
bei der radial erweiterbare Teil mindestens einen
Spalt (4) und mindestens einen Deckel (5) ein-
schließt, der zumindest teilweise den Spalt (4) in der
expandierten Konfiguration abdeckt.

10. Das Dentalimplantatsystem gemäß Anspruch 9, wo-
bei der Querschnitt des besagten Deckels (5) aus-

gewählt ist aus der Gruppe bestehend aus Omega-
Form, W-Form, V-Form, Akkordeon-Form, Wellen-
Form oder einer Kombination daraus.

11. Das Dentalimplantatsystem gemäß Anspruch 1, wo-
bei die Umhüllung (112) mindestens ein Wand-Ele-
ment (60) mit einer ersten gefalteten Geometrie in
der kontrahierten Konfiguration aufweist, das sich
zu einer unterschiedlichen zweiten Geometrie in der
expandierten Konfiguration ausdehnt.

12. Das Dentalimplantatsystem gemäß Anspruch 11,
wobei die gefaltete Geometrie (60) eine Dicke hat,
die geringer ist als die der benachbarten nichtgefal-
teten Teile (58) der Umhüllung.

13. Das Dentalimplantatsystem gemäß Anspruch 1, wo-
bei die untere Fläche des Expanders (126) einen
Durchmesser hat, der geringer oder gleich ist wie
der Durchmesser einer Bodenöffnung der Umhül-
lung, wenn sich der Expander im zweiten Bereich
befindet.

14. Das Dentalimplantatsystem gemäß Anspruch 1, wo-
bei die untere Fläche (34) des Expanders (20) in
derselben Ebene liegt wie die untere Fläche der Um-
hüllung, wenn sich der Expander (20) im zweiten Be-
reich (38) befindet.

Revendications

1. Un système d’implant dentaire destiné à un place-
ment à l’intérieur d’une mâchoire d’un patient, l’im-
plant comprenant :

un implant dentaire (110) possédant une enve-
loppe (112) comprenant une surface extérieure
(114) et une surface intérieure (116) définissant
un cylindre (118), l’enveloppe (112) possédant
une extrémité coronaire (142) et une extrémité
inférieure opposée, l’extrémité coronaire (142)
de l’enveloppe (112) comprenant une partie fi-
letée femelle (140),
un élément longitudinal (134) reçu par filetage
dans la partie filetée femelle (140), l’élément lon-
gitudinal (134) possédant une extrémité proxi-
male et une extrémité distale,
un extenseur (126) qui est positionné dans le
cylindre (118),
l’extrémité distale de l’élément longitudinal (134)
destinée à la mise en contact d’un premier côté
de l’extenseur (126) et au déplacement de l’ex-
tenseur (126),
l’élément longitudinal (134) pouvant être retiré
de la zone filetée femelle (140),
une prothèse dentaire fixée par filetage à la zone
filetée femelle (140),
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l’enveloppe (112) comprenant une partie radia-
lement extensible qui est radialement extensible
à partir d’une configuration rétractée lors du dé-
placement de l’extenseur (126), et
caractérisé par au moins une barrière (120) si-
tuée dans le cylindre (118) à un emplacement
prédéterminé, le cylindre (118) possédant un
première zone (122) sur un côté de la barrière
(120) et une deuxième zone (124) sur un côté
opposé de la barrière (120), où : la barrière (120)
est destinée à empêcher l’extenseur (126) de
se déplacer de la deuxième zone (124) vers la
première zone (122), l’outil d’extension étant
destiné au déplacement de l’extenseur de la pre-
mière zone (122) vers la deuxième zone (124),
et la partie radialement extensible étant radia-
lement extensible d’une configuration rétractée
lors du déplacement de l’extenseur à partir de
chaque première zone (122) vers la deuxième
zone correspondante (124), la partie radiale-
ment extensible s’étendant à une distance pré-
déterminée lorsque l’extenseur (126) est dépla-
cé de la première zone (122) vers la deuxième
zone (124).

2. Le système d’implant dentaire selon la Revendica-
tion 1 où la au moins une barrière (120) est un gradin
possédant une partie rebord (132) s’étendant à
l’écart d’un axe longitudinal du cylindre (118).

3. Le système d’implant dentaire selon la Revendica-
tion 2, où élément extenseur est fixé à un emplace-
ment prédéterminé discret par le gradin situé à l’in-
térieur du cylindre, le gradin permettant à l’élément
extenseur de se déplacer uniquement dans une di-
rection.

4. Le système d’implant dentaire selon la Revendica-
tion 3, où la au moins une barrière est au moins deux
gradins.

5. Le système d’implant dentaire selon la Revendica-
tion 4, où l’élément extenseur est adapté de façon à
être déplacé le long de l’axe longitudinal selon un
nombre d’emplacements discrets égal au nombre
de gradins.

6. Le système d’implant dentaire selon la Revendica-
tion 5, où chaque gradin est caractérisé par un côté,
une profondeur et un angle définissant une pente du
côté.

7. Le système d’implant dentaire selon la Revendica-
tion 1, où le gradin comprend un évidement situé à
l’intérieur du cylindre (118).

8. Le système d’implant dentaire selon la Revendica-
tion 1, où l’extenseur (126) est non fileté et une partie

cylindre (128) au travers de laquelle l’élément exten-
seur (126) se déplace étant non fileté, l’élément ex-
tenseur (126) se déplaçant de manière non rotative
de la première zone (122) à la deuxième zone (124).

9. Le système d’implant dentaire selon la Revendica-
tion 1 où la partie radialement extensible comprend
au moins une fente (4) et au moins un couvercle (5)
couvrant au moins partiellement la fente (4) dans la
configuration en expansion.

10. Le système d’implant dentaire selon la Revendica-
tion 9 où la section transversale dudit couvercle (5)
est sélectionnée dans un groupe comprenant une
forme en oméga, une forme en w, une forme en v,
une forme en accordéon, une forme en onde, ou
toute combinaison de celles-ci.

11. Le système d’implant dentaire selon la Revendica-
tion 1 où l’enveloppe (112) comprend au moins un
élément paroi (60) possédant une première géomé-
trie repliée dans la configuration rétractée s’étendant
vers une deuxième géométrie différente dans la con-
figuration en expansion.

12. Le système d’implant dentaire selon la Revendica-
tion 11 où la géométrie repliée (60) possède une
épaisseur qui est inférieure à celle de parties non
repliées adjacentes (58) de l’enveloppe.

13. Le système d’implant dentaire selon la Revendica-
tion 1, où la surface inférieure de l’extenseur (126)
possède un diamètre qui est inférieur ou égal au dia-
mètre d’une ouverture inférieure de l’enveloppe lors-
que l’extenseur est dans la deuxième zone.

14. Le système d’implant dentaire selon la Revendica-
tion 1, où la surface inférieure (34) de l’extenseur
(20) est dans le même plan qu’une surface inférieure
de l’enveloppe lorsque l’extenseur (20) est dans la
deuxième zone (38).
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